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Abstract. Aquatic ecosystem enrichment can lead to distinct and irreversible changes to undesirable states. Understanding changes in active microbial community function and composition following organic matter loading in enriched ecosystems can help identify biomarkers of such state changes. In a field experiment, we enriched replicate aquatic ecosystems in the pitchers of the northern pitcher plant, Sarracenia purpurea. Shotgun metaproteomics using a custom metagenomic database identified proteins, molecular pathways, and contributing microbial taxa that differentiated control ecosystems from those that were enriched. The number of microbial taxa contributing to protein expression was comparable between treatments; however, taxonomic evenness was higher in controls. Functionally active bacterial composition differed significantly among treatments and was more divergent in control pitchers than in enriched pitchers. Aerobic and facultative anaerobic bacteria contributed most to identified proteins in control and enriched ecosystems, respectively. The molecular pathways and contributing taxa in enriched pitcher ecosystems were similar to those found in larger enriched aquatic ecosystems and are consistent with microbial processes occurring at the base of detrital food webs. Detectable differences between protein profiles of enriched and control ecosystems suggest that a time series of environmental proteomics data may identify protein biomarkers of impending state changes to enriched states.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic and directional environmental drivers such as nutrient and organic matter enrichment are causing state changes in many ecosystems (Rabalais et al. 2009, Scheffer 2009). Mitigating or preventing these state changes requires predicting them with sufficient lead-time (Biggs et al. 2009). Current prediction methods rely on the statistical signature of “critical slowing down” (Scheffer et al. 2009), an increase in the variance, or temporal autocorrelation of a state variable (Dakos et al. 2015). However, such indicators usually require long time series of data with frequent sampling of an appropriate state variable (Bestelmeyer et al. 2011, Levin and Mollmann 2015). Even when such data are available, the signature of critical slowing down may not provide enough lead-time for intervention (Biggs et al. 2009, Contamin and Ellison 2009).

In aquatic systems, water quality indicators such as total suspended solids (Hargeby et al. 2007), submersed macrophyte vegetation cover (Dennison et al. 1993, Sondergaard et al. 2010), diatom composition (Pan et al. 1996), and phytoplankton biomass (Carpenter et al. 2008) often are used as state variables. However, whether
top-down or bottom-up forces initiate the change, the proximate cause of eutrophication in many freshwater aquatic ecosystems is microbial processes associated with the breakdown of detritus (Chrost and Siuda 2006). A primary reason that it has been difficult to forecast shifts with sufficient lead-time may be that changes in monitored variables lag behind the microbial processes that underlie state changes. We hypothesize that biomarkers linked closely to microbial function, such as proteins, may serve as better early warning signals of impending state changes than traditional aquatic ecosystem biomarkers.

One of the challenges to studying aquatic ecosystem state changes is the lack of replicable natural ecosystems that can be ethically manipulated. Recently, we have identified the aquatic ecosystem that assembles in the cup-shaped leaves of the northern pitcher plant _Sarracenia purpurea_ as a model system for identifying whole-ecosystem microbial processes associated with detrital enrichment. Each leaf functions as an independent ecosystem that can be experimentally enriched and monitored through time in the field or laboratory (Srivastava et al. 2004). Arthropod prey, mostly ants and flies, form the base of a “brown” food web that includes dipteran larvae, protozoa, mites, rotifers, and a diverse assemblage of bacteria that decompose and mineralize nearly all the captured prey biomass (Ellison et al. 2003, Butler et al. 2008, Koopman and Carstens 2011, Gray et al. 2012). Even in the absence of macroinvertebrates, the dominant transfer of nutrients to the plant occurs via microbial activity (Butler et al. 2008). With excess organic matter loading, microbial activity increases, pitcher fluid becomes turbid, and oxygen levels collapse to hypoxic conditions even during daytime photosynthesis (Sirota et al. 2013). Such consequences are similar to those seen in larger aquatic ecosystems that have switched from a green to a brown food web dominated by detritivores, as an initial increase in primary production leads to internal organic matter loading and increasing biological oxygen demand as primary producers decompose (Correll 1998).

In the last decade, environmental proteomics has emerged as a powerful tool to measure microbial community function in a variety of aquatic habitats, including contaminated groundwater (Benndorf et al. 2007), coastal upwelling systems (Sowell et al. 2011), estuaries (Colatriano et al. 2015), and meromictic lakes (Lauro et al. 2011). Additionally, environmental proteomics has promise as a tool for identifying biomarkers of changing environmental conditions, including aquatic pollution (Campos et al. 2012, Ullrich et al. 2016). Environmental proteomics looks at the complete set of proteins expressed in an ecosystem at a single time point and gives insight into the function of a community. While metatranscriptomics also serves as an important tool for understanding community function, mRNA and protein levels are generally not strongly correlated (Vogel and Marcotte 2012); this is especially true for bacteria in perturbed systems (Jayapal et al. 2008). Therefore, metaproteomics may provide a more accurate picture of bacterial community function in enriched aquatic habitats.

As a first step toward determining the utility of microbial protein biomarkers as early warning signals of state changes, we conducted an environmental proteomics screen of the aquatic ecosystem in _S. purpurea_ pitchers enriched with organic matter to determine whether there are detectable differences between the proteins, associated molecular pathways, and taxa contributing to expressed proteins in microbial (nonviral organisms <30 μm) communities in enriched vs. control ecosystems. We hypothesized that an environmental proteomics survey would reveal detectable differences in taxa contributing to protein expression, proteins, and functional pathways between enriched and control ecosystems. We expected to find differences between control and enriched pitchers in pathways related to respiration and decomposition, changes in the oxygen requirement of microbes contributing to expressed proteins, and shifts in the taxonomic composition of microbes contributing to protein expression. Specifically, we predicted an abundance of contributing anaerobic bacteria in enriched pitchers relative to controls. We identified and found detectable differences in taxa, proteins, and pathways common to a wide range of aquatic ecosystems. Our results suggest that environmental proteomics can be a useful tool for detecting alternative enriched and unenriched states in aquatic ecosystems and may serve as a means to identify protein biomarkers of impending shifts between such states.
Methods

Enrichment experiment

The field experiment was conducted in Tom Swamp, a nutrient-poor fen located at the northern end of Harvard Pond (42.51 N, -72.21 W) at Harvard Forest, Worcester County, Massachusetts. Newly opened pitchers were identified and randomly assigned to an ambient control or detritus-enriched treatment (Appendix S1). Previous work by Peterson et al. (2008) using culture-independent methods revealed that newly opened pitchers are sterile and impermeable to bacteria, so we are reasonably sure that our experimental pitchers did not harbor diverse bacterial communities prior to the start of the experiment. Detritus-enriched pitchers received 1 mg mL⁻¹ d⁻¹ of oven-dried, finely ground wasps (Dolichovespula maculata; Appendix S1), which have elemental ratios (C:N 5.99:1, N:P:K 10.7:1.75:1.01) similar to those of Sarracenia’s natural ant prey (C:N, 5.9:1; N:P:K, 12.1:1.52:0.93; Farnsworth and Ellison 2008). Proteomic analysis of the ground wasp (not reported here) failed to identify microbial proteins, so we are confident that microbial contribution to enriched pitchers from the wasps was minimal. Enrichment treatments were applied for 14 consecutive days; all pitchers were otherwise unmanipulated. Pitcher fluid was sampled on the first and last days of the experiment, filtered to remove microbes >30 μm, pelleted, and stored at -80°C until processed (Appendix S1).

Protein extraction, SDS-PAGE, and mass spectrometry

Six of ten replicate microbial pellets from each treatment yielded enough protein for analysis via tandem mass spectrometry. All replicates were analyzed separately using sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and Coomassie staining (Fig. 1; Appendix S1: Fig. S1a, b). All six of the enriched pitchers and five of the six control pitchers had visible protein staining levels and were chosen for mass spectrometry. Proteins were subjected to a trypsin digestion (Appendix S1) and to LC-MS/MS as previously described (Cheerathodi and Ballif 2011) using a linear ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). MS/MS spectra were matched to peptides in a custom protein database using SEQUEST (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) software as described below.

Custom metagenomic databases

We generated a custom protein database from a six-frame forward and reverse translation of a metagenomic database constructed from microbial communities of three previously collected pitchers that had captured diverse amounts of prey (Appendix S1: Fig. S2). Pitchers were collected from Molly Bog, an ombrotrophic bog located in Morristown, Vermont (44.50 N, -72.64 W), on 18 August 2008 and transported in a cooler directly from the field to the University of Vermont. Microbial pellets were obtained immediately as described above. DNA was extracted, prepared, and sent for library construction, sequencing, and assembly to Genome Québec (Montréal, Québec, Canada) with the 454 GS-FLX Titanium Sequencing System (Roche, Basel, Switzerland; Appendix S1). Contigs were assembled de novo with Roche’s Newbler assembler v2.3 (release 091027_1459) using default parameters (minimum read length = 20; overlap seed step = 12; overlap seed length = 16; overlap min seed count = 1; overlap seed hit limit = 70; overlap min match length = 40; overlap min match identity = 90; overlap match ident score = 2; overlap match diff score = -3; overlap match unique thresh = 12; map min contig depth = 1; all contig thresh = 100), with the exception of minimum read length (20 bp) and overlap hit position limit (1,000,000). The assembled contigs were imported into MG-RAST 4.0.2 (Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, USA) to assess functional and taxonomic potential (Meyer et al. 2008). Taxonomic assignments were visualized using the Krona plugin and the following cutoffs were applied to both taxonomic and subsystem functional category assignments: minimum identity = 60%, e-value of 1 × 10⁻⁵ or less, and a minimum alignment length of 15 bp (Appendix S1: Fig. S3). We calculated Hurlbert’s probability of an interspecific encounter (PIE) to estimate the evenness of bacterial classes in the metagenome (Hurlbert 1971; Appendix S1). Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways (level 2 and level 3) were assigned to contigs using the KEGG database via MG-RAST (we report only the top 73 level 3 pathways here; Appendix S1: Fig. S4).
A metaproteomic database was created with a six-frame forward and reverse translation of the assembled metagenome using open-source Ruby software (http://www.ruby-lang.org). Sequences with >100 amino acids (n = 184,128) in length were retained. A decoy database was constructed by reversing the retained sequences and concatenating them to the forward database to allow for an estimation of the false discovery rate as has been described (Elias and Gygi 2007).

**Protein orthologue identification**

Peptide and protein identifications were made via a SEQUEST search of the tandem mass spectral data against the custom pitcher plant microbial community protein database described above (Appendix S1). The number of protein hits varied substantially among replicates, so to have enough proteins for treatment comparisons, peptides and proteins from the five control samples and six enriched samples were pooled after LC-MS/MS and the SEQUEST search into a single control and a single enriched sample dataset. The doubly and triply charged peptide ions were further considered and each dataset was filtered by first adjusting the cutoffs for $X_{corr}$ and $\Delta C_n$ until the false discovery rate was <10%. The final filters were as follows: $X_{corr} \geq 3.0$ for doubly charged ions, $X_{corr} \geq 3.3$ for triply charged ions, and unique $\Delta corr \geq 0.15$. The resulting list of protein hits for each treatment was then ranked by unique number of peptides and the top 220 proteins from each treatment were selected so that the false discovery rate for control and enriched...
treatments was 6.6% and 0%, respectively. These top 220 proteins and their associated peptides are found in Data S1.

In the list of control peptides, a protein hit from the decoy database was represented by 25 total peptides; therefore, we suspected that this hit was a true positive not represented in our target database. However, a BLAST search of the full amino acid sequence did not yield an identical match, so we cannot definitively claim it is a true positive; therefore, we removed this peptide from our top 220 list of control peptides. With this peptide removed, the false discovery rate for the control treatment was 4.3%.

All peptide hits were pooled within treatments and mapped back to their source sequences in the custom protein database. Those source sequences were imported in fasta file format into blast2go v.2.8.0 (Conesa et al. 2005) for identification and annotation using the following configuration settings: blastp program, blast expect value of 1.0E-3, 10 blast hits, annotation cutoff >55, GO (gene ontology) weight >5.

Analysis of the top proteins shared between treatments

A randomization test was done using RStudio (v. 0.98.1059, RStudio, Boston, Massachusetts, USA) to test the hypothesis that there was a single common protein pool for both the control and enriched treatments and that the number of observed shared proteins between treatments reflects chance effects resulting from random draws from this single protein pool (Appendix S1). We conducted an additional simulation in R to determine the likelihood of a type I error in our randomization test (Appendix S1).

Comparison of the top 20 proteins from each treatment

We downloaded the sequence by annotation file from the blast2go search for each treatment to get the protein names associated with each protein hit (sequence description in blast2go). Each of the top 220 identified proteins in each treatment, ordered by the number of total peptides associated with the protein hit, was matched to a protein name using R software. If multiple protein hits within a treatment matched a single protein name, the protein names were merged in silico and the total peptides representing them were summed. Protein names were ranked in order of the abundance of total peptides for each treatment.

Taxonomic analysis

To determine the taxonomic composition of the microbes contributing to identified proteins in our treatments, we conducted a BLAST homology search of the metagenomic sequence data for protein hits. All peptides from the top 220 identified proteins in each treatment were mapped back to their contigs of origin to obtain nucleotide sequences. Because contigs were at least 500 base pairs in length, we felt confident that a BLAST search of the nucleotide sequences would yield correct taxonomic identifications at course taxonomic levels and acknowledge that ambiguity can remain in the taxonomic identification from a metacommunity at genus and species levels. The top BLAST hit was retained for each nucleotide sequence associated with an identified protein and linked to a bacterial class (Appendix S1). For each bacterial class identified, a $2 \times 2$ contingency table was created with treatments as columns and the number of peptides associated and not associated with the taxon as rows. A chi-square test was then used to determine whether the abundance of the bacterial class was significantly different between treatments. All $P$ values were adjusted using the Benjamini–Hochberg method (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Table 1). Species composition was visualized using Krona (Ondov et al. 2011; Table 1. Results of chi-square analysis of bacterial classes in control and enriched pitchers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Control peptides</th>
<th>Enriched peptides</th>
<th>Adjusted chi-square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acidobacteria</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actinobacteria</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphaproteobacteria</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteroidia</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betaproteobacteria</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>2448</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloroflex</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clostridia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytophagia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deltaproteobacteria</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavobacteria</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gammaproteobacteria</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloeobacteria</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphingobacteria</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirochaetia</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values in boldface are those in which the adjusted $P$ value is $<0.05$.  
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Appendix S1: Fig. S5). In addition to the BLAST homology search, we used Unipept (Mesuere et al. 2016) to map tryptic peptides to the UniprotKB database and retrieve the least common taxonomic ancestor (most derived shared taxonomic node) associated with each peptide for pooled replicates (Appendix S1: Fig. S6). We calculated Hurlbert’s PIE to estimate the evenness of bacterial classes contributing to expressed proteins in control and enriched pitchers (Hurlbert 1971; Appendix S1).

Functional analysis

Functional pathways (two levels) associated with each identified protein from each treatment were retrieved using the KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2014) mapping function of blast2go v.2.8.0. Each pathway was weighted by the total number of peptides associated with protein hits, or the number of spectral counts, mapping to that pathway (Appendix S1: Fig. S7). For each pathway identified, a $2 \times 2$ contingency table was created with treatments as columns and the number of peptides associated and not associated with the pathway as rows. A chi-square test was used to determine whether each pathway was significantly over- or under-represented in enriched pitchers relative to controls. All $P$ values were adjusted using the Benjamini–Hochberg method (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995; Appendix S1: Table S1).

To determine whether bacteria contributing to expressed proteins in control and enriched ecosystems differed in their O$_2$ requirements, we mapped each bacterial species identified in our BLAST search to its O$_2$ requirement using data from the Integrated Microbial Genomes database (IMG; Timinskas et al. 2014, Reddy et al. 2015; Appendix S1). The IMG database contains six classes of O$_2$ requirements: aerobe, anaerobe, facultative, microaerophilic, obligate aerobe, and obligate anaerobe. The latter three categories make up <7% of the database. We merged any species classified as obligate aerobes or obligate anaerobes into the aerobic and anaerobe classes, respectively.

Analysis of unpooled data

In addition to analyzing pooled data, we used ordination and permutation analyses to determine the effect of enrichment on microbial community protein expression, taxonomic contribution to expressed proteins at the class and family levels, and KEGG pathways. We tested the similarity within and among replicates of control and enriched microbial communities using ADONIS, a nonparametric permutation test in the “vegan” package (v. 2.4.1) in R (Oksanen et al. 2016). We used a multivariate homogeneity of group dispersions test (betadisper function in the “vegan” package) to determine whether the composition of contributing microbial taxa was more divergent in control replicates than in enriched replicates. The permutation tests used 999 permutations and were done using total peptide counts associated with protein identifications, microbial classes, microbial families, and KEGG pathways (Table 2).

To visualize the similarities among replicate ecosystems, we used the “vegan” package function metaMDS to perform non-metric multi-dimensional scaling ordination using Bray–Curtis distances. Data were square-root-transformed and standardized using Wisconsin double standardization. To determine which taxa contributed the most to Bray–Curtis dissimilarity of taxa contributing to protein expression between the treatments, we did a similarity percentages test using the simper function in the “vegan” package.

Results

From 243 Mb of DNA sequence information, roughly 54% of 567,549 filtered reads (median

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Proteins</th>
<th>Taxa (Class)</th>
<th>Taxa (Family)</th>
<th>KEGG pathways</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>df</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.217</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residuals</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: KEGG, Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes; df, degrees of freedom. Values in boldface are those in which the adjusted $P$ value is <0.05.
read length = 482 bp) were assembled into 26,713 contigs ranging from 500 to 43,200 bp (N50 = 1135; Appendix S1: Fig. S2b, c). All the contigs passed MG-RAST quality control. The metagenome was dominated by bacteria (99.11%) at the domain level. The top five bacterial classes were Betaproteobacteria (31.99%), Alphaproteobacteria (19.42%), Sphingobacteria (13.32%), Gammaproteobacteria (10.10%), and Acidobacteria (7.04%). The top five genera comprising the genome were Burkholderia (8.87%), Variovorax (6.50%), Pedobacter (5.24%), Mucilaginibacter (4.04%), and Lutiella (3.91%). Within the metagenome, 23% of aligned contigs were mapped to the order Burkholderiales, while only 7% mapped to Neisseriales (Appendix S1: Fig. S3). Taxonomic evenness of the metagenome, calculated using Hurlbert’s PIE, was equal to 0.79.

Representation of the contigs mapping to functional pathways was dominated by amino acid metabolism (20.6%), followed by membrane transport (12.9%), carbohydrate metabolism (11.9%), translation (7.2%), and metabolism of cofactors and vitamins (6.4%). Within amino acid metabolism, pathways were represented primarily by glycine, serine, and threonine metabolism (17.1%), alanine, aspartate, and glutamate metabolism (13.8%), and valine, leucine, and isoleucine degradation (12.7%). Membrane transport was represented by ABC transporters (78.2%), bacterial secretion system (19.4%), and phosphotransferase system (2.4%). Carbohydrate metabolism was dominated by pyruvate metabolism (13.9%), glycolysis/glucogenesis (12.6%), and pentose phosphate pathway (11.6%). Overall, the top five level 3 KEGG categories included ABC transporters (10.1%), two-component system (4.8%), aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis (3.8%), glycine, serine, and threonine metabolism (3.5%), and ribosome (3.3%; Appendix S1: Fig. S4).

We identified a total of 986 proteins in the enriched treatment and 616 proteins in the control treatment. Of the 220 most abundant protein identifications for each treatment, 65 were shared between treatments leaving 155 unique to each treatment (Fig. 2a). The randomization test revealed significantly fewer protein hits shared between the treatments than expected by chance (Fig. 2b). In both treatments, the top three of the 20 most abundant proteins, as measured by the total number of matched peptides (spectral counts), were the same in the control and enriched treatments. However, the relative abundance of the remaining 17 proteins in this top list differed strongly between treatments, with only seven of the 20 proteins unique to each treatment (Fig. 2c).

The majority of identified proteins were associated with bacteria. The most common microbial class contributing to identified proteins in both treatments was Betaproteobacteria, but the contribution was higher in enriched (84.4%) vs. control (50.3%) treatments (Table 1, Fig. 3a; Appendix S1: Figs. S5, S6). This difference was driven by a higher abundance of Alphaproteobacteria in multiple families, including Sphingobacteriaceae, Phyllobacteriaceae, Xanthomonadaceae, and Rhizobiaceae, in control ecosystems relative to the enriched ecosystems. The similarity percentages test identified Betaproteobacteria (38.8%) and Alphaproteobacteria (9.9%) as the main contributors to dissimilarity of active microbial class composition between treatments and Neisseriaceae (23.8%) and Comamonadaceae (9.7%) as the main contributors to active microbial family dissimilarity between treatments. Although both treatments yielded similar numbers of identified microbial classes (control = 12, enriched = 11), taxonomic evenness of microbial classes contributing to identified proteins was substantially higher in the controls (PIE = 0.71) than in the enriched pitchers (PIE = 0.31). Similar taxonomic profiles were obtained using Unipept’s search for the least common taxonomic ancestors of the pooled data (Appendix S1: Fig. S6). For the unpoled data, taxonomic and functional variability among treatments was greater than variability among replicate ecosystems within treatments (Figs. 3, 4). Multivariate analysis of group dispersion revealed that composition of microbes contributing to protein expression was significantly more variable in control replicates than in enriched replicates at both the family (P = 0.003) and class (P = 0.023) levels.

The BLAST search yielded taxonomic assignments for 191 and 173 of the 220 sequences in enriched and control treatments, respectively, and all E-values were <10⁻⁵. Of top species hits identified in the BLAST search, Variovorax paradoxus and Chromobacterium violaceum were the only two of the most six abundant “species” contributing to identified proteins common to both
Fig. 2. Protein identifications differed between control and enriched pitchers. (a) Protein hits shared between control and enriched treatments. (b) Results of a randomization test in which 220 protein hits were randomly assigned to each treatment and the number of shared protein hits was calculated. Red line indicates the actual shared number of proteins. Gray probability density function indicates the 95% confidence interval for the simulated shared protein hit values. (c) Top 20 proteins in rank order for each treatment. Proteins are ranked by the number of total peptides associated with them (in parentheses). Identical proteins in both treatments are connected by lines. Blue lines indicate proteins unique to the top 20 in control pitchers (C), and brown lines indicate proteins unique to the top 20 in enriched pitchers (E).
Fig. 3. Distinctly different microbial communities contributed to protein expression in control and enriched pitchers. The proportion of total peptides from the top 220 proteins associated with particular microbial classes (a) and families (b) in all enriched and control replicate pitchers.
Novosphingobium aromaticivorans, Starkeya novella, Sphingomonas wittichii, and Sphingomonas sp. were among the six most abundant contributors in control pitchers. Pseudogulbenkiania sp., Rhodanobacter denitrificans, Janthinobacterium sp., and Dechlorosoma suillum were among the six most abundant contributors in enriched pitchers (Appendix S1: Table S2). Obligate aerobic bacteria contributed the most to identified proteins in the control pitchers, while facultative anaerobic bacteria contributed the most in enriched pitchers (Fig. 5b).

Functional pathways represented by the top 220 expressed microbial proteins also differed between control and enriched pitchers. We detected significant differences in metabolic pathways, including those involved in the metabolism of amino acids, carbohydrates, lipids, secondary metabolites, cofactors and vitamins, and terpenoids and polyketides (Appendix S1: Table S1, Figs. S7, S8a) and, at courser pathway levels, energy metabolism, nucleotide metabolism, and amino acid metabolism (Fig. 5a). In the control treatment, 161 of the top 220 protein hits were not assigned to a KEGG pathway (represented by 906 total peptides). Of the 220 top protein hits in the enriched treatment, 129 were not assigned to a pathway (represented by 2375 total peptides).

**DISCUSSION**

We hypothesized that there would be detectable differences in the taxonomic composition of microbes contributing to expressed proteins. Indeed, we observed striking differences between unenriched and enriched ecosystems in the taxonomic composition of the microbes contributing to identified proteins (Fig. 3). The taxonomic composition of bacteria contributing to protein expression in our study, and in our metagenome, is consistent with findings of previous studies of bacterial communities in *Sarracenia* species. *Sarracenia purpurea* pitchers contain more than 1000 species of bacteria and a negligible amount of archaea (Paisie et al., 2014). One genomic study of *Sarracenia alata* pitcher bacterial communities revealed an abundance of Proteobacteria (primarily Gammaproteobacteria). Taxonomic groups within the Betaproteobacteria had relative abundance similar to our metagenome and to control pitcher communities in our experiment, with a
Fig. 5. Microbial function differed between control and enriched pitchers. (a) Heat map of the proportional representation of course-level Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathways between control pitchers (C) and enriched pitchers (E) and individual control (H4, H6, E3, C4) and enriched (H1, H2, H3, 2C, 5B, 5A) replicates. Significantly different pathways between pooled control and enriched samples are indicated with an asterisk. (b) Oxygen requirement of microbial classes contributing to protein expression as a proportion of all peptides in control (C) and enriched (E) pitchers.
high percentage of sequences derived from Burkholderiales and a lower proportion from the Neisseriales (Koopman et al. 2010). A study of sub-habitats in S. purpurea revealed an abundance of Betaproteobacteria (primarily Burkholderiales) on the pitcher walls and in the sediment, co-dominance in pitcher liquid by Beta- and Alphaproteobacteria, and the presence of Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes, though in a low proportion, in the sediment, fluid, and pitcher walls (Krieger and Kourtev 2012). This finding is fairly consistent with the taxonomic potential revealed by our metagenome, in which 35%, 23%, 14%, and 1% of identified contigs were mapped to Betaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria, Bacteroidetes, and Firmicutes, respectively. Gray et al. (2012) found that S. purpurea pitchers were composed primarily of Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes, with Gammaproteobacteria, Alphaproteobacteria, or Betaproteobacteria dominating within the Proteobacteria, but that taxonomic composition varied from pitcher to pitcher within and across geographic regions.

The composition of bacteria contributing to protein expression in our experiment varied between control replicates, much more so than between enriched pitcher communities. This pattern is likely the result of a combination of factors. First, pitchers contain distinct sub-habitats that vary in light availability and concentration of dissolved oxygen and organic matter and therefore provide multiple habitats for a diverse set of microbes (Krieger and Kourtev 2012). As organic matter enrichment increases biological oxygen demand, the subsequent decline in dissolved oxygen may create a more homogenous oxygen environment such that microbes sensitive to oxygen conditions can no longer compete against low-oxygen-tolerant bacteria, decreasing bacterial diversity.

Low bacterial diversity in enriched pitchers echoes findings in larger enriched aquatic ecosystems. Analysis of the 16S rRNA gene product of bacterial communities in nutrient-enriched salt marsh sediments revealed that the bacterial diversity of active bacteria decreased relative to that of communities in unenriched sediments (Kearns et al. 2016). Similarly, enrichment of heterotrophic stream biofilm communities yielded lowered diversity; however, in contrast to our enriched pitcher communities, the stream biofilm communities diverged in composition (Van Horn et al. 2011).

The composition of microbes contributing to protein expression in S. purpurea pitchers was similar to the composition of larger freshwater aquatic ecosystems. Betaproteobacteria dominated microbes contributing to protein expression in both enriched and control pitchers though in higher abundance in enriched pitchers relative to control pitchers. Betaproteobacteria are generally the most abundant class of bacteria in freshwater lakes (Percent et al. 2008, Newton et al. 2011) and dominate contaminated sediments (Haller et al. 2011) and organic aggregates in eutrophic lakes (Tang et al. 2009). Betaproteobacteria populations associated with the beta II clade have been shown to increase rapidly with the addition of organic carbon in humic lakes (Burkert et al. 2003, Kent et al. 2006). Furthermore, experimental dissolved organic matter additions to microcosms containing alpine lake bacteria cultures led to a near-dominance of Betaproteobacteria, suggesting that these bacteria are good competitors in enriched aquatic ecosystems (Perez and Sommaruga 2006). These results suggest that bacterial communities in S. purpurea pitchers are structured and behave like bacterial communities in larger lakes and ponds in response to enrichment. It is important to note that most existing literature on freshwater bacteria and S. purpurea bacterial communities relies primarily on genomic methods for identification and therefore is likely capturing functionally active and inactive bacteria, whereas our methods are capturing only the functionally active bacteria. As a result, we use caution when directly comparing the results of our study to those in larger aquatic ecosystems. However, the Unipept search of our identified tryptic peptides and NCBI BLAST search of their contigs of origin yielded remarkably similar results (Fig. 3a; Appendix S1: Fig. S6), suggesting that tryptic peptides could be used to correctly identify microbes contributing to identified proteins, though at coarser taxonomic levels than can be achieved by nucleic acid analysis.

We hypothesized that there would be detectable differences in the function of microbial communities in control and enriched pitchers. We measured function in two ways: First, we mapped identified bacterial classes associated
with proteins to their oxygen requirements and second, we mapped peptides to functional KEGG pathways. Oxygen requirements differed significantly between taxa contributing to protein expression in control and enriched microbial communities. Bacteria contributing to protein expression in control pitchers were predominately aerobic, whereas bacteria contributing to protein expression in enriched pitchers were primarily facultatively anaerobic. The difference in oxygen requirement of contributing bacteria between the two treatments was driven largely by two taxa: the obligate aerobe *Variovorax paradoxus* (28.4% of total peptides in the control treatment and 7.2% in the enriched treatment) and the facultative anaerobe *Chromobacterium violaceum* (53.3% of total peptides in the enriched treatment and 6.6% in the control treatment; Appendix S1: Table S2). Peptides that mapped to *C. violaceum* in the BLAST search mapped in the Unipept search to *Aquitalea magnusonianii*, a Betaproteobacteria most closely related to *C. violaceum*, isolated from a humic lake in Wisconsin, USA (Lau et al. 2006). Although we did not measure dissolved oxygen during the field experiment, enriched pitchers in a subsequent experiment enriched with the same concentration of organic matter became hypoxic within 48 h, suggesting that pitchers in the field were likely hypoxic (Sirota et al. 2013). Dissolved oxygen concentration is one of three primary drivers of bacterial community composition in eutrophic, dimictic lakes (Shade et al. 2007) and appears to also drive the composition of functionally active bacteria in enriched *S. purpurea* pitchers.

We expected to see a high proportion of obligate anaerobic bacteria in enriched pitchers. Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes, to a lesser degree, have been found to inhabit *S. purpurea* pitchers (Krieger and Kourtev 2012); however, we identified very few proteins associated with these taxa. Of the 3008 and 969 peptides associated with the top 220 proteins in enriched and control treatments, respectively, we found only 17 peptides associated with obligate anaerobes in the enriched pitchers (seven of which were associated with Firmicutes) and 13 associated with obligate anaerobes in the control pitchers (three of which were associated with Firmicutes). Though we did find a higher number of peptides associated with Bacteroidetes (74 peptides in control pitchers and 89 in enriched pitchers), they were facultative anaerobes and not strict anaerobes. It is likely that the low numbers of identified peptides associated with these taxa in experimental pitchers are the result of a skewed protein database. Our database was built using metagenomic data from pitchers in the field, the majority of which are oxygen rich (Adlassnig et al. 2011), and likely contained nucleotide sequences primarily from aerobic and facultative anaerobic bacteria. Additionally, pitchers are generally oxygen rich due to photosynthetic activity of the plant and therefore primarily harbor aerobic inquilines (Adlassnig et al. 2011). Even when dissolved oxygen is low, there is a constant flux of oxygen into the pitcher fluid and so the pitchers are rarely ever truly anoxic. It is not surprising, therefore, that peptides associated with anaerobic bacteria were rare. In the absence of a fully representative database, we feel that the higher number of proteins represented by facultative bacteria in enriched pitchers relative to control pitchers is a good indicator of changing oxygen conditions. These results are consistent with the shift to a hypoxic state when *S. purpurea* is enriched with additional prey (Sirota et al. 2013).

We assigned KEGG pathways to contigs in the metagenome and to protein identifications in the metaproteomes to compare microbial community function between control and enriched pitchers, and between the metaproteomes and functional potential in the metagenome. Not surprisingly, the functional potential revealed by the metagenome differed from function revealed by the metaproteomes. Amino acid metabolism and carbohydrate metabolism were represented in the top five rank-ordered pathways in both the metaproteomes and the metagenome; however, carbohydrate metabolism was ranked first in the metaproteomes (~34-40% of total peptides) and third in the metagenome (~12% of mapped contigs). Nucleotide metabolism and energy metabolism were represented in the top five in the metaproteomes (~18% of total peptides in controls and ~34% of total peptides in enriched pitchers), but were ranked ninth (~4%) and seventh (~5%) in the metagenome, respectively. Such differences could be a result of not all nucleotide sequences being transcribed and translated to proteins, but may also be an artifact of only including 220 proteins from each treatment in the metaproteome analysis.
We hesitate to hypothesize broader relevance of our functional pathway results for two reasons. First, we are most interested in the identification of proteins that can serve as biomarkers of aquatic ecosystem state changes. Although we expect that functional information will be useful for determining the utility and generality of such biomarkers, it is not necessary for finding useful biomarkers. Second, it seems impossible, with our limited data, to identify a complete set of functions. With that caveat, we found that coarse KEGG pathway assignments differed between control and enriched microbial communities. Enriched pitchers contained significantly more microbial biomass, as evidenced by the size of the microbial pellets post-centrifugation. When samples were pooled and total peptide counts were normalized, chi-square analysis revealed an enrichment of peptides associated with energy metabolism in enriched pitchers.

These results are consistent with patterns seen in larger aquatic ecosystems: Mineralization of organic matter, an effect of microbial energy metabolism, has been shown to increase along trophic gradients, with bacteria contributing most to mineralization in eutrophic freshwater lakes (Simcic 2005). Not surprisingly, peptides associated with processes requiring oxygen including oxidative phosphorylation and the citric acid cycle were enriched in oxygen-rich control pitcher microbial communities. One protein associated with the citric acid cycle, isocitrate lyase, was present in the top 20 rank-ordered protein identifications in the enriched treatment, but not in the control treatment. This protein, which has been found to be upregulated during periods of oxygen depletion in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (Wayne and Lin 1982), could be a candidate biomarker for an impeding tipping point in the *S. purpurea* microecosystem. Though we did not find a significant difference in lipid metabolism pathways between control and enriched pitcher proteins, there was a trend for increased pathway representation of unsaturated fatty acid biosynthesis and fatty acid elongation in enriched pitchers. Such an increase has been found in bacteria in low-oxygen or anaerobic conditions, primarily resulting from an increase in membrane lipids (Lemmer et al. 2015). While these differences do not immediately reveal a functional explanation, it is promising that there were signatures of detectable differences in the protein profiles between treatments. Such differences imply that there are changes in the expression of the most abundant proteins in the most abundant taxa related to organic matter loading.

In larger aquatic systems, traditional water quality indicators may not provide enough lead-time to forecast a tipping point (Contamin and Ellison 2009), especially if they lag behind changes in the microbial community. We hypothesize that microbial proteins may be more sensitive and timely indicators of impending tipping points than traditional chemical markers of water quality. We argue that even though metatranscriptomic and metagenomic methods have superior throughput, metaproteomic methods can inexpensively and rapidly simultaneously characterize the function and (indirectly) composition of the active microbial community members responsible for processes related to aquatic ecosystem state changes. Our study includes a semi-quantitative small initial sampling at only a single time point and therefore does not yet enable a comprehensive enough proteomic analysis to determine the identity of biomarkers or place them in an ecological context. Future studies using more sensitive instrumentation will allow for the identification of a larger number of proteins. Time series of environmental proteomics data and quantitative analysis of changes in protein abundance prior to state changes will allow for the identification and ecological characterization of tipping point biomarkers.
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